Mk4 golf suspension
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proceeding. Thread starter duwem Start date Jun 2, This is because the front wheels go from
negative camber to positive through the suspension travel. Here is a graph showing this travel,
including lowering amount from Vortex, I did not create. Lower you go, the more this comes into
play. The stock static camber can still be adjusted to spec, but the camber curve once you load
the suspension gets closer and closer to postive. Before and after feel? My car handeled
awesome last year, fat rear sway bar, sticky summer tires. Now that its lowered, it understeers
more tends to plow more. Seems this would be a bolt on option to get that front grip back.
Looks like one would need to swap wheel bearings, and get the right control arms with the nubs
for the stock sway bar or run no front which some recommend? And there were some revisions
to the bushing style wit the handeling recall on the TT. I already know that will help, and this is
not a discussion about compromises with appearance, thats all already understood. Its how to
make a slightly lowered MK4 Handle well again. I like winding country roads, on ramps, and
autocrossing, and also a nice appearing car. Current ride height:. Oh, and what needs to happen
for brake? Reading this it looks like I could go to 1. Last edited: Jun 3, And I'm not into welding
a ball joint like it shows. Is there a ball joint that fits the stamped steel arms and TT spindles?
Thanks for the reply. I notice the steering arm is higher on the TT knuckle. The rack is probably
mounted higher relative to the axle shafts on them. Possibly for rear drive shaft clearance. It'd
be interesting to see the toe change caused by that, might make for undesirable characteristics
like bump steer. The FAQ talks about flipping the tie rod upside down. I would think the part that
goes in the spindle is tapered like the ball joint? Is the taper the other way on the TT spindle that
upside down from our cars works? I think I also read something about swapping drivers and
passanger side tie rod ends when flipping. And are the tapers the same from our tie rods to the
TT ones? Maybe they are the same pn? Spent 1. Since most are looking to slam their cars in the
weeds over there, most of the threads are just piecing and parting stuff together to fix rubbing
problems, if you know of a good thread with a full swap please post a link. H2Sport spindles are
vapor. I tried to buy them literally for years before giving up. Another way to increase negative
camber is camber plates. I've run Ground-Control plates on my wagon and they work well: at
slightly lower than stock ride height I was able to get over 2 degrees negative camber. Makes a
huge difference. And surprisingly there doesn't seem to be any real ride penalty, although
admittedly I was running them with coilovers and lb front springs so the additional harshness
may have been hard to notice. If you go the TT route you can use your existing struts, but TT
control arms don't have anywhere to attach the sway bar. So if you use the TT control arms as
well you'll need to get TT struts with the sway bar attachment. Re Brake Upgrade: yes, you need
to change brakes. You need to get calipers and carriers from a 1. Those will allow you to run 15"
wheels. If you swap to stock brakes an Audi TT, those are mm rotors and need 16" wheels to
clear. IndigoBlueWagon said:. Interesting about the spindle not clearing smaller rims. Guess
that would eliminate the use of my winter tires on stock 15" alloys. Did the TT have a 16" spare
or do the stel rims have more clearance? Looks like there were 2 revisions of the control arms.
Ones with smaller bushings and ones with the bigger bushings after the recall which aren't as
crisp of handeling since the recall was to introduce more oversteer since there were some
cases of cars swapping ends. Pulled the trigger on TT parts. Local salvage yard got one in. Will
need a different set of winter wheels, but the brake and handling upgrade should make it worth
it. Or keep an eye for TT partout threads on vw vortex. Picked these up today times 2 , bucks.
May even be able to use the rotors if people still turn them down. Took a wire wheel to one spot
and they cleaned up good other than a few noramal groves. Came from a 1. Last edited: Jun 20,
Already have them ground flat. Going to drill and tap then also sandblast and paint the parts
and put new bushings and ball joints. Dimitri16V Top Post Dawg. Got the nubs drilled and
tapped. Going to try to find a bottoming tap so I don't need to drill any deeper. Once I get done
with that I will sandblast the arms. Got any cheap carbon steel taps, or broken ones? Easy to
make a bottom tap with the bench grinder. If your set is a cheapie, good time to buy a quality
HSS tap and make your current cheap tap into a bottoming one. I have good taps and no broken
ones will look for a bottoming tap. Got the large bushings pushed out and the one arm blasted.
It is pretty much bolt on to my 03 Golf, correct? Last edited: Jun 23, Ball joints too if you dont
have those. Would want to to check the wheels for sure, some people ran into problems with the
studs on the ball joint rubbing on the rim during suspension travel. They cut down the studs
and it cleared then, but had ground a groove in the wheels. Maybe once I get the front all done
would be a nice compliment some day. Ever wonder why you're replacing rears 3X as much as
the fronts? You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise
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currently have javascript disabled. Several functions may not work. Please re-enable javascript
to access full functionality. Posted 01 September - PM. Posted 02 September - AM. I replaced my
steering rack last year. It took me and a mate 4 hours from start to finish. That was at a slow
pace with a couple of sit down tea breaks. Excuse the ignorance but is there a big difference
between the subframe and steering rack im assuming the frame makes up more or less the
whole front chassis, where as the rack is only a few parts? You can see the black subframe with
the silver steering rack bolted to the top of it. Posted 02 September - PM. When I fitted mine it
was in conjunction with a load of other Audi TT bits, however I think the trackrods and ends
need to be replaced with standard golf Mk4 ones if the are to be used with standard hubs. A guy
Zak in the howto section covered this in depth. Posted 21 April - PM. The rack will fit straight on
as far as im aware. You might have to turn the steering arm ends upside down I can't remember
on a FWD car how it works. Hey mate, not yet. Cant you highlight in the picture you sent me the
bit your on about because I had a quick look on the audi and didnt see a green part? Posted 22
April - AM. Just unbolt the tie rods complete and swap them over, it's one large nut under the
rack gaitors and the whole assembly comes off in one go, in over k miles of golf ownership i've
only changed one and i bumped it off a kerb Also when buying a rack please check you are
actually buying a "Quick" rack, i've seen so many racks advertised on ebay as a quick rack that
are not, you wouldn't want to go to all that trouble to find you just replaced the rack with
another one exactly the same. Shame really as i just sold me TT rack about a month back, didn't
get many bites on the forum though. Be careful when you buy a TT rack I accidentaly bought a
normal rack from a TT but it was from a fwd car. Theres a specific part number but I cant
remember which one it is, the problem identifying them is that the different parts, even the
sheilds and body of the rack have different numbers. I had to test mine by manually turning it to
make sure it was right. Before I bought it I really pestered the seller to make sure it was a 4wd
one. The fact that he was selling 4wd tt parts helped. Heres when I got it wrong. And this helped
me, but only after a lot of tryin to tell the seller where to look. Community Forum Software by IP.
Menu Software by ProMenu. Sign In Create Account. Exclusive uk-mkivs stickers now available
from Syco Graphix. Order yours today! Javascript Disabled Detected You currently have
javascript disabled. Mk4 Golf. Started by red-jeffers , Sep 01 PM. Posted 01 September - PM
Looks as though my steering rack is starting to show signs of wear so i am looking to replace it
soon an have heard a few rumblings about the possibility of fitting either a R32 rack or a TT rack
as they use less turns and are an apparent straight swap can any one confirm this for me
thanks. New Members posts London Bora Sport 1. Posted 01 September - PM any idea on
costing, labour? Posted 02 September - AM sounds good if i can get the labour cheap! Posted
02 September - AM I replaced my steering rack last year. Posted 02 September - AM I found this
image on ebay Posted 02 September - AM right, the steering rack is only one small part of the
whole frame I take it you know only certain TT's had the quick rack? Posted 02 September - PM
right, the steering rack is only one small part of the whole frame A guy Zak in the howto section
covered this in depth didnt know this, if my rack is gone i will check this out and definetely
consider with quicker TT rack etc doiing it if need be. Posted 21 April - PM Will be doing this
now, anything else i need other than the rack itself? Posted 21 April - PM there's afew pics on
the last page of my build thread in my sig below. Posted 21 April - PM 3 years later lol The rack
will fit straight on as far as im aware. I do have my old S3 one for sale by the way lol Posted 21
April - PM shameless and i should have bought yours [ ] any luck with the other bit Dan? Posted
21 April - PM Hey mate, not yet. I'll give you a call if I can dig it out tomorrow and get it off to
you. Posted 22 April - AM 3 years later lol The rack will fit straight on as far as im aware. Posted
22 April - AM there's afew pics on the last page of my build thread in my sig below. Posted 22
April - AM is it worth buying these items as new as opposed to use the existing ones on my
golf? Posted 22 April - AM thanks Cyrix, duble how am i going to identify a "quick" rack from a
TT is from certain models only? Posted 22 April - AM Theres a specific part number but I cant
remember which one it is, the problem identifying them is that the different parts, even the
sheilds and body of the rack have different numbers. Posted 22 April - AM sounds like a pain
Posted 22 April - AM Heres when I got it wrong And this helped me, but only after a lot of tryin to
tell the seller where to look. Reply to quoted posts Clear. Sign In Use Facebook. If so you must
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Apr Do Not Sell My Data. Manage Consent. Mk4 stands for Mark 4 edition which means their 4th
generation production models. These early models came with a choice of engines, the
atmospheric 2. The Mk4 Golf and Mk4 Jetta became rapidly a favorite for many because of the
massive amount of available tuning options. Buy on Amazon. There is not too much to talk
about her as this engine is not very exciting for modifications unless you are willing to spend a
large chunk of change on the project and rebuild the engine, drop a supercharger or a turbo to
get a descend amount of power out of the car. Otherwise your simple software upgrade will
yield you nominal gains. Maybe if you add a Cold air intake, header and a full length exhaust,
you might start feeling some extra ponies, but nothing to make you go: WOWW! None the less, I
would focus my energy and my hard earned money on engines that get a lot of gains with much
less investment. The 1. If you are only looking to gain a little extra power you can get yourself a
tuning software upgrade and you will be able to get an extra hp out of your car with a much
faster throttle response. You must know for starters that the 1. At first it was introduced with a
smaller ko3 Turbo offering hp with lbs of torque. In Volkswagen upgraded their OEM equipped
1. So if you are look for a 1. This will be your best bet if you want to tuned it up with the least
amount of investment or complications. For starters, once you have your Mk4 Golf or Mk4 Jetta
with the AWP engine and above you want to get yourself a performance software installed. Be
careful what you choose and what you put in your car, low quality software can reduce the life
of your engine and cause unexpected failures. Select only reputable companies with a proven
track record. In some cases it could be fatal to your engine. Now that you have your new
software installed you will experience a completely new car. It will be stronger, faster, react on a
dime and give you a total trill of driving. This major increase in power from hp to hp will not only
hook you into tuning but will give you some amazing driving experiences. Unfortunately, or
fortunately to the tuning companies, after a few months you will get use to your new thrill
machine and you will want more power. You are now officially an adrenaline junky. To help your
car breath better, you may install a cold air intake, it will allow for a better flow of air without
being restricted to the designed hp limit. Now that your car can breath in properly, you also
want it to release combustion gases without the limited restrictions. To optimize the whole flow
of combustion a full line exhaust including the downpipe would be the optimal solution. If you
are on a limited budget, then only the downpipe unit will be sufficient since most of the
restriction is located within the OEM Twisted downpipe. Now having both the Cold air intake
and the downpipe or full exhaust you can go back to see your tuner and ask for a software
upgrade. Not all companies offer this service. If your tuner does, then you will be able to gain an
extra 10hp and 15lbs of torque for all this extra investment. Make sure that if you buy them used
you verify the propeller and the impeller for any damage and also check if there is any play on
the turbo shaft. Make sure you ask for a low mileage turbo. You can also get the used turbo
refurbished by professional to ensure long term reliability. With your Cold air intake installed,
your exhaust system in place, your Audi TT Injectors and MAF housing, you are ready for a
software upgrade to give you a stunning hp and lbs of torque. Now we are talking! But there are
better options for more or less the same money. The Ko4 upgrade is nice and will make your car
amazing to drive, but if you invest just a little more you will end up with a beast. I am talking
about a bolt on Big turbo upgrade. Keeping the boost below 20psi will yield you a hp beast!
Even though changing the engine Rods is not mandatory, I do recommend it for those that have
a hard time to control their heavy foot or their boost controller. Keeping in mind that your car is
front wheel drive, too much power will keep you spinning all over the place and is not fun to
drive. A recipe that has been tested and worked for many is the one that follows. This
information comes from many years of testing, experimenting and tons of money invested so
you can save time and money on your next project! Here it goes! You either keep it simple with
a basic software upgrade or you go all the way to a big turbo setup which I am about to reveal.
This is what you will need:. Please consider that your clutch will need to be upgraded to be able
to handle this amount of power and this starting with your Ko4 upgrade. Since you will be doing
a transmission job anyways, you might as well change out the 2nd gear to a TDI Mk4 2nd gear,
this will make your gear much longer and you will be able to fully enjoy the full potential of your
setup. You can expect more or less hp and lb of torque, which makes the car absolutely
amazing to drive. Anything beyond this point is a waste of money, unless you are planning to
install a Quattro 4 wheel drive system. Roaring the streets this bad boy is equipped with a 3.
This platform offers an amazing tuning potential for those not afraid to spend some coins.
Otherwise, the basic tuning option will only yield a few extra ponies, going from the base line of
hp to a potential of hp. None the less, if you have the money and are looking for a crazy fast car
project then this is your best mk4 option! I have a mk4 golf 25 Jahre, 2ltr year 4 spd auto

transmission. Are there any performance enhancements I can make without breaking the bank?
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which means their 4th generation production models. Jan Lipski on April 5, at pm. Submit a
Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Subscribe to Blog
Email Address Subscribe. The Audi Rs4 might be an auto buff's dream machine. This
outstanding vehicle was initially available only as a wagon. Pin It on Pinterest. We have stepped
up the air suspension game with our new air strut with threaded body and bag-over-style. Our
monotube struts are way damping adjustable, and allow you to change the ride quality from a
plush, smooth ride to a stiff performance feel with the twist of the damping knob. Air Lift
Performance 3H combines pressure-based control with ride-height sensing technology. While
both types of air management have been utilized before, this is the first product to harness the
benefits of both sytems â€” instantly improving suspension control, performance, and vehicle
ride flexibility. Do you want all the great handling of a coilover suspension? Does having the
best of both worlds sound exciting? This kit will get your car lower than any coil suspension
system, while still providing crisp handling and a smooth ride. The progressive-rate air springs
allow a low ride height without excessive bottoming, and without the increase in stiffness as the
body rolls. This new set-up uses an innovative design on the upper end cap, and only requires a
slight trimming of the original coil spring, so going back to coils is not an issue. Another unique
feature not found with other brands is the use of a double-bellows air spring with a roll plate.
This style of spring provides a better ride than a single-bellows, as well as considerably more
lift. In order to achieve the lowest drop, these springs compress to an amazingly short 2. Also,
as always, Air Lift includes a comprehensive instruction manual to make the installation as easy
as possible. So stop living the static life of scraped bodywork, difficult entryways, and fender
gaps. Enjoy the flexibility and racetrack-proven performance that only Air Lift can provide! My
overall perception of "air suspension" was greatly altered To my surprise I was overly
impressed with the Air Lift performance and feel. Terms Privacy Policy. All Rights Reserved. We
use cookies to ensure your best experience. Through your continued use of this site you accept
this use. For more information, please see our privacy policy. Looking for a premium high
performance upgrade? See our Performance Series kits. Install Details Modifications Req.
Front: Removal of sway bar. Modifications Req. Rear: No cutting required. New To Air
Suspension? Learn More. Merch Now Available Learn More. Your Cart. Sub Total 0 Items. Drive
it. Show It. Track It. Recover Lost Password. Password must be at least 8 characters. Password
must contain a lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and a special character! A good
suspension holds you up, while keeping your tires safely planted on the road surface for good
traction, braking, and handling. Even if you don't know jounce from rebound, we can help you
choose suspension parts, accessories, and upgrades to match your car, driving style, and
budget. Go high or low, and ride in comfort at any height with an airbag system. Unlike
coilovers, air ride suspensions can be easily adjusted with push-button ease from the dry
warmth of the vehicle cabin. Go from show-low to highway-high in seconds. Complete kits plus
parts, including pumps and tanks. Shocks damp vertical wheel movement to keep the tires in
contact with the road surface. This improves ride quality and maintains traction during
acceleration, steering, and braking. Ride smoother and safer with quality shocks from the most
trusted names in the business, gathered for your convenience at ECS Tuning. Bushings are the
unsung heroes of the suspension system. Battered by road imperfections, twisted, pulled, and
pushed, bushings hold the complex arrangement of suspension arms and linkages together. All
cars eventually need a bushing refresh. We have the parts and tools to help you do the job right
the first time; in less time. Lowering your car makes it look great. It also improves handling, due
to a lowered center of gravity. If you're considering going low, check the many coilover options
we offer, all from industry leaders with global reputations for quality and performance. Control
arms link the wheels and suspension to the chassis, allowing the wheels to move over road
imperfections while maintaining the correct steering angles needed for handling, even tire wear,
and vehicle safety. Regularly inspect and replace bent control arms, loose ball joints, or worn
suspension bushings to keep your suspension tight and quiet. Sway bars connect the
suspension and chassis to limit body roll when cornering. Choose stock bars and links or
fine-tune your chassis to improve cornering and tweak steering characteristics. They take a
beating and do get tired. Whether you're looking to replace your worn springs to restore ride
comfort or want to install special shorter springs for a lowered look, we have springs from both
original equipment and trusted aftermarket suppliers to help you do the job right. While you're
here, check out our line of standard repair tools, floor jacks, and lifting accessories. Just
because it isn't driven doesn't mean your rear axle beam deserves to be forgotten. Maintain the
rear axle beam components on your FWD car with our selection of replacement parts and

upgrades. Low-cost bracing adds rigidity and reduces chassis flex for improved handling
performance. Enhance the effectiveness of your suspension upgrades and premium tires with
carefully placed braces. Subframes are the foundation that supports both driveline and
suspension components. We have complete subframes to repair both collision and corrosion
damage, plus related bushings, brackets, and mounting hardware. More than a kit with matched
components, a Cup Kit is a suspension lowering solution engineered for a specific make and
model. Cup kits combine lowering and enhanced handling with ride comfort that's suitable for
daily driving; all in a convenient, affordable package. Reduce chassis flex: link strut towers with
strut bars for added rigidity and improved chassis performance. Exact-fit; ready to bolt-on. Our
kits come in different styles and finishes, and include fasteners and brackets when needed.
Take the guesswork out of suspension repairs with ECS Tuning installation kits. Prepackaged
by make and model, these kits contain mounts and fasteners that will make your repairs faster
and easier, and your car a lot safer. Suspension refresh kits save time and take the guesswork
out of suspension repairs. Assembled by the experts at ECS Tuning, these kits contain all the
arms, bushings, rods, and hardware needed to perform a quality suspension overhaul. Improve
handling and vehicle safety by doing the job right, with parts you can trust. ECS Tuning
centering plates move the centerline of the rear wheels rearward to compensate for caster
changes in lowered VWs. Two flat plates with offset holes install easily between the chassis and
rear axle to re-position the tires closer to the center of the wheel openings for an improved
appearance. Don't settle for the limited adjustments available in your stock suspension. Camber
kits let you make larger camber adjustments to compensate for vehicle lowering and custom
suspension upgrades. Dial-in camber settings that improve handling and tire wear. Lowering
springs, coilovers, shocks, struts, air suspension, and everything you'd ever need to build your
dream suspension setup. ECS Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers.
Cancel Add. Create Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your
password will be emailed to you. Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password
Password must be at least 8 characters. Passphrase Zip Code. Volkswagen Golf IV 1.
Suspension Bushings. Suspension Tools. Rear Axle Beam Parts. Subframe Parts. Cup Kits.
Strut Tower Braces. Suspension Installation Kits. Suspension Refresh Kits. Wheel Centering
Plates. Camber Kits. Performance Suspension Parts. Order Today! The most common warranty
is shocks and most manufactures will not warranty this or will only do so for a year. Our
warranty is on ANY shock wear, including blown shocks, for as long as you own the product.
Valid to original purchaser only. We guarantee that the quality of our suspension is as good in
quality if not better than other manufacturers that are upwards of three times the cost. We only
sell direct, which allows us to keep our prices low. We guarantee that if you order by pm MST
Monday-Friday and the product is in stock, your order will ship that same day. See our shipping
policy page for complete details. The Raceland Volkswagen Golf MK4 Ultimo coilovers are ideal
for the driver who is seeking high performance at an affordable price. Raceland
height-adjustable suspension systems are hands down the best coilover kit for your dollar. As
with all Raceland products, these coilovers come with a day satisfaction guarantee and an
exclusive limited lifetime warranty. Orders placed after pm MST will ship the next business day,
including express shipping options. Express shipping options are not available for weekend
delivery. Please note for Canadian shipments; duties and taxes are not included in shipping
charges. These fees will be collected by the shipping carrier upon delivery. North America
Europe Other. Katapult, the perfect financing option for customers with zero or fair credit,
offering 90 days same as cash rates! Remember me Log in. Lost your password? Other
Coilovers that Fit this Vehicle. Primo " drop adj. TM-G4 quantity. RU quantity. More Details.
Spring Rates. Drop Range. Search for:. No products in the cart. Select Your Region. Join Our
Newsletter. Be the first to know about everything Raceland by joining our newsletter, and get
new info, products, and more sent straight to you inbox. Unsubscribe at any time. Enter Email
Confirm Email. Choose an option B G J Clear. Choose an option TM-G4. Choose an option 5x
Choose an option A V4 V5 Clear. Choose an option RU Our MK4 Ultimo Golf coilovers allow for
inches of adjustment below stock ride height. Our goal is to tune our spring and damping rates
to be high enough for a lowered vehicle for performance and clearance while still keeping a
comfortable ride for a daily driver. We also highly recommend replacing the front torque-to-yield
bolts [Part numbers: 2 N 2 N].

